Fluctuation and noise propagation in phenotypic transition cascades of clonal populations.
Quantitative modeling of fluctuations of each phenotype is a crucial step towards a fundamental understanding of noise propagation through various phenotypic transition cascades. The theoretical formulas for noise propagation in various phenotypic transition cascades are derived by using the linear noise approximation of master equation and the logarithmic gain. By virtue of the theoretical formulas, we study the noise propagation in bidirectional and unidirectional phenotypic transition cascades, respectively. It is found that noise propagation in these two phenotypic transition cascades evidently differs: In the bidirectional cascade, a systemic random environment is provided by a correlated global component. The total noise of each phenotype is mainly determined by the intrinsic noise and the transmitted noise from other phenotypes. The intrinsic noise enlarged by interconversion through an added part shows a novel noise propagation mechanism. However, in the unidirectional cascade, the random environment of each downstream phenotype is provided by upstream phenotypes. The total noise of each downstream phenotype is mainly determined by the transmitted noises from upstream phenotypes. The intrinsic noise and the conversion noise can propagate in both bidirectional and unidirectional phenotypic transition cascades.